Performance analysis of an up-link cooperative diversity system is investigated; sharing of the two ordered best relays over Rayleigh flat fading channel is introduced to establish full diversity order for both users. The two users are competing for the same best relay, so assigning the best relay for one user, and the next-best relay for the other shows different diversity orders. The relays are ordered based on the end-to-end signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the source-relay-destination links. In this sense, relay selection is examined under different criteria. Mainly, the ordered best relay, the ordered next-best relay, and equally sharing the two best ordered relays. To this end, analytical expression, for the moment generating function (MGF) is derived, and used to find the probability density function (PDF), and the cumulative density function of the end-to-end SNR for decode and forward (DF) sharing scenario. Furthermore, the MGF of the upper bound of the end-to-end SNR for amplify and forward (AF) sharing scenario is also derived. Sharing the two ordered best relays shows better performance in the bit error probability (BEP) than using the next-best relay alone in DF relay systems, while exploiting the full diversity of the system. Sharing of the two ordered best relays in AF relay systems shows better BEP performance than using the best relay alone. Distributed space time block coding and distributed beamforming (BF) scenarios at the relays that utilize the bandwidth more efficiently are also explored. It is found that the BEP performance of the two ordered best relays distributed BF with equal power allocation for AF (at high SNR) and DF (for all SNRs) schemes outperforms the BEP performance of the best ordered relay alone. The BEP performance for the DF distributed BF scheme with equal power allocation approaches the BEP performance of the optimum power assignment under global power sum constraint. Numerical simulations are used to validate the analysis.
Introduction
Cooperative wireless networks have been adopted in order to address the requested increase in capacity and to improve the wireless link performance. In cooperative communication, multiple relays are utilized to provide reliable, high data rate, and efficient communication. Recent activities on cooperative communication mostly stem from the potential of wireless applications and are motivated by many recent articles [1] [2] [3] [4] . In most practical cooperative diversity protocols, transmission is accomplished in two phases: a broadcast phase and a http://jwcn.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/224 versions of the signal and can make better decision on the detection of the transmitted information. In DF, the received noisy message at the relay is decoded first, and then the relay re-encodes the decoded message, and forwards it to the destination node. In the case of accurate symbol estimation, DF outperforms AF relaying, where the relay can reliably decode the source node message as the noise will not be amplified [5] [6] [7] [8] . Diversity order two is achieved at high signal to noise ratio (SNR) using one relay for AF and adaptive DF schemes, using maximum ratio combining (MRC) technique to demodulate the received signals. In adaptive DF, the relay transmits if it decodes the message correctly (e.g., by using cyclic redundancy check), or otherwise keeps silent [9, 10] . In common cooperative diversity networks with N relaying nodes, N + 1 orthogonal channels or time slots are used to provide N +1 diversity order, which encounters bandwidth penalty [11] [12] [13] [14] . In [15] , opportunistic best relay selection is used to utilize the resources efficiently; only two channels or time slots are required despite the number of relays, while maintaining a full diversity order N + 1, when the best relay is only used. Laneman et al. [3] proved that best relay selection achieves full diversity order for AF and DF cooperation schemes under flat fading Rayleigh channels. In there, the performance was measured in terms of the outage events and the associated outage probabilities. Different criteria for relay selection are investigated with their achievable diversity order in [16] . The average symbol error probability (SEP) of the cooperative system is used to analyze the performance of various systems and channel models as in [8] .
In [17] , Ikki and Ahmed investigated the kth ordered best relay and proved that the diversity order increases with the number of relays and decreases linearly with the order of the relay, i.e., the best ordered relay is denoted as k = 0 that achieves full diversity order N + 1, whereas the next-best ordered relay is denoted as k = 1 which achieves a diversity order N. Closed form expressions for the error and outage probabilities over identical and non-identical Rayleigh fading channels were derived. Single and multiple relay selection schemes were investigated. Several SNR sub-optimum multiple relay selection schemes with linear complexity in the number of relays were used [16] . Multiple potential relays and multiple simultaneous transmissions were introduced; where each source pairs with a single best relay, the outage probability of the proposed scheme is derived in [18] . In [19] , joint selection scheme in multi-source multi-relay networks was considered, by selecting the best source node and the best relay to access the channel. Diversity of multiuser two-hop cooperative relay network was developed for different relaying protocols and tight closed-form expressions for the outage probability and the SEP were derived [20] .
In this article, we consider the following scenario. A selected best relay of one user is the same best relay for another user in a power limited relay system. The probability of two users competing for the same relay is significant and comparable to the probability of having different best relays for a multi-user system with similar average channel conditions as proved in [18] . This case becomes visible in multi-user scenarios, or multi-carrier systems like OFDMA. In this sense, two solutions were proposed in literature; the first solution is to use the best relay for user one, and the next-best relay for the other user. So, it is transformed to the kth best ordered relay selection problem, which was investigated in [17, [21] [22] [23] , by this solution the users achieve different diversity orders. The second solution is to use the best relay for the two users with half power for each user if this choice gives better performance than using the next-best relay alone with full power, which was proposed in [18] . However, no analytical results for the SEP, or outage probability have been derived because of the mathematical complexity. In summary, the two solutions stand on using only one relay for each user.
In here, we propose a different scheme, in which the best and the next-best relays are equally shared between the two users/carriers. The relays are ordered based on the instantaneous end-to-end SNR of the source-relaydestination links. Each user will have the chance to use the best and the next-best ordered relays in a predetermined manner. Equal opportunity of using the best relay is the fairground to build up this scheme. This solution is motivated by the observation that the bit error probability (BEP) performance of the two best order relays AF systems with half power for each relay in a three-time slots scenario outperforms the best relay BEP performance. The three-time-slots are used as follows: the first-timeslot is used to transmit the sources' data to the relays and the destination, the second-time-slot is used to relay the processed data from the best relay to the destination, and the third-time-slot is used to relay the processed data from the next-best relay to the destination. In addition, sharing the two ordered best relays for both AF and DF cooperative schemes for independent identically flat fading Rayleigh channels, utilizing two-time slots using distributed space time block coding (STBC) or distributed beamforming (BF) are also investigated to exploit the channel efficiently. The novelty of this work, is that relays are selected to attain full diversity order for both users. Our scheme places full diversity selection at the core of the design scheme, and takes into consideration the limited available power at the relay. The available power at the relay is used to support the two users, which is equally split between the two users.
The moment generating function (MGF) formula of the received SNR of the two ordered best relays (the best, http://jwcn.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/224 and the next-best) after using MRC is derived assuming equal power sharing in which each relay transmits with half power. Optimal power allocation for the two users could also be used, however, the problem is not analytically tractable for AF. Equal power allocation for orthogonal sharing DF is a fair allocation that maximizes the minimum end-to-end SNR of the two users over the source-relay-destination links. Exact expressions for the BEP, and the outage probability are derived based on the MGF, which can also be used for performance evaluation or comparison purposes for the following cases: orthogonal DF, STBC-DF, and BF-DF. Upper and lower bounds of the end-to-end SNR for orthogonal AF, and BF-AF are also derived. The BEP performance of sharing the two ordered best relays is compared with the BEP performance of the best, and the next-best ordered relays using simulations.
The remaining of the article is organized as follows. Section "System and channel model" presents the system model. Analytical expressions of the bit error and outage probabilities for the three-time slots scenarios are derived in Section "Scenario one (orthogonal three-time slots scenario)". Analytical expressions of the BEP for the two-time slots scenarios are derived in Section "Scenario two (two-time slots scenario)". Numerical results and conclusions are presented in Section "Numerical results and discussion" and Section "Conclusions", respectively.
System and channel model
Communications between two sender nodes (sources S 1 and S 2 ) and a common destination terminal (D) over a Rayleigh flat fading channels are facilitated by sharing the two ordered best relay stations R b0 and R b1 , from N available relay nodes for AF scheme, and from a set C of relay nodes that can decode the sources' messages correctly for DF scheme. These scenarios are explained next. The system under consideration is depicted in Figure 1 . In this model, the channel characterizing the link between source S j and relay R l is denoted as h S j R l , and the channel characterizing the link between relay R l and destination node D is denoted as h R l D . Moreover, the channel identifying the link between source S j and destination node D is denoted as h S j D . The channels h S j R l , h R l D , and h S j D are assumed independent identically distributed (iid) Rayleigh random variables for l ∈ {1, . . . , N} and j ∈ {1, 2}. The received noise at all links is assumed to be iid additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance N 0 /2 per dimension.
For relay selection schemes, the channel characterizing the link between the source S j and the ith ordered best relay R bi is denoted as h 
destination is denoted as h (i)
RD , where i ∈ {0, 1}. In all scenarios, sources and relays have the same power capability. In relay selection, we assume that the best relay is the same for the two users, but the next-best relay may not be the same. However, this will not affect the analysis. For distributed STBC scenario, the best and the next-best relays are assumed to be the same for the two users in order to implement this scenario.
In this article, time division multiple access (TDMA) is considered. For a two-users case, each time slot is divided into two time sub-slots. Frequency division multiple access (FDMA) can also be considered in a similar fashion, where each frequency sub-band in FDMA corresponds to a time sub-slot in TDMA. The sharing scenarios are classified into two categories: three-time slots scenario (orthogonal), and two-time slots scenario (non-orthogonal). In both categories, the first-time slot is used for the sources' transmission to the destination node and the relay nodes (broadcast phase). Orthogonal here refers to relay transmission, where the best relay transmits in the second-time slot, and the next-best relay transmits in the third-time slot (no interference). The second and third time slots are subdivided into T k1 , and T k2 for k ∈ {2, 3} to transmit user's 1 and 2 data, respectively. For two-time slots scenario, distributed STBC or distributed BF transmission schemes are used to relay the data from the two best ordered relays to the destination node for the two users simultaneously. Non-orthogonal here refers to the transmission in the second-time slot; the best, and the next-best relays transmit at the same time. Sub-slot T 2j is used by the best and next-best relays for transmitting user's j data simultaneously for BF scenarios. The instantaneous value of the phase of the channel state information (CSI) of the source-relay and the relaydestination links are required to be available at the best, http://jwcn.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/224 and the next-best relays to perform distributed BF. For distributed STBC the best and next-best relays transmit the re-encoded signal or the complex conjugate of the the re-encoded signal in a predetermined way as will be explained in Section "DF with distributed STBC (STBC-DF)". The destination node for all scenarios, combines the directed and the relayed signals using MRC, where the received signals from all independent paths are co-phased, weighted, and combined, assuming the destination knows the instantaneous CSI from the sources, and the relays.
The instantaneous CSI is kept invariant over multiple transmission intervals. So, the selection of the best, and the next-best relays is performed once for multiple transmissions. Relay selection is performed before data transmission. The best relay and next-best relay can be determined for both AF and DF in a centralized or distributed fashion, depending on where the decision is carried out. In centralized relay selection, the destination node based on the end-to-end SNR of the source-relay-destination links, determines the best, and the next-best relays, and informs the selected relays through feedback channels. In distributed relay selection, each relay acquires the instantaneous CSI of the two links (relay-destination, and source-relay), the CSI of the relay-destination link can be acquired by allowing the destination to transmit a pilot signal. The relay then can determine the CSI of the relay-destination link assuming that the relay-destination link is symmetric. Besides, the CSI of the source-relay link can be determined at the relay from the source request to transmit. Based on CSI of the two links (relaydestination, and source-relay), the relay sets a timer and remains silent inversely proportional to the end-to-end SNR. The relay whose timer expires first or second will broadcast a signal to other relays, indicating that they can go to a sleep mode for the rest of the current transmission period. If the relay receives two signals from other relays before its timer goes to zero, it can go to a sleep mode, otherwise, it will be the best relay or the next-best relay [15, 24] .
Scenario one (orthogonal three-time slots scenario)
In this scenario, three-time slots are used. The selected relays are shared between the two sources (users). The sharing is in terms of the relays' transmitted power. As illustrated in Table 1 , where T x j stands for transmission of user j (source S j ) data x j , and R x j stands for receiv-
at the destination node D, in time slot T 1 is obtained as follows:
(1) 
The received signal y
at the relay node R l , in time slot T 1 is obtained as:
In particular, the received signal at the ordered best relays R b0 and R b1 in time slot T 1 is obtained as:
where n
1j , and n
are the additive noise at the destination D, at the the relays R l , and at the best ordered relays R bi , respectively. The relays are ordered based on the end-to-end SNR of the source-relay-destination links as explained for DF as well as for AF scenarios in Sections "DF orthogonal three-time slots scenario" and "AF orthogonal three-time slots scenario", respectively. The transmitted symbol x j is drawn from a constellation with unit energy, P S is the source transmitted power. The instantaneous received SNR at the destination node from the source S j through the direct link over Rayleigh flat fading channel is defined as γ S j D . It is computed using (1) as
. γ S j D is a random variable exponentially distributed with parameter λ S j D . To simplify the forthcoming analysis, the source-destination links of users 1 and 2 are assumed iid, i.e., λ
, where E{·} stands for statistical expectation. Similarly, the instantaneous received SNR at the relay R l from the jth source is computed using (2) as γ S j R l = γ 0 |h S j R l | 2 , where γ S j R l is also exponentially distributed random variable with parameter λ S j R l . The source relay links are assumed to have the same average λ
, ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , N}, and ∀j ∈ {1, 2}. For an exponentially distributed random variable X with parameter λ, the mean is given as μ X = E{X} = 1 λ . The transmission in the second, and the third-time slots depend on the cooperation scheme, DF or AF. The three-time slots DF scenario is investigated in Section "DF orthogonal three-time slots scenario", and the three-time slots AF scenario is investigated in Section "AF orthogonal three-time slots scenario". http://jwcn.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/224
DF orthogonal three-time slots scenario
As illustrated in Table 1 , the received signal y
at the destination node in time slot T k for DF scheme is as follows:
is the received noise at the destination node in time slot T k , andx ij is the jth user decoded symbol at the ith relay. The ith ordered relay transmits with power P (i) R equals half the source power (P
Defining γ (0.5D) as the instantaneous SNR for the jth user at the destination node after using MRC, and assuming the relays R b0 and R b1 decoded the symbol x j correctly (i.e., x 0j =x 1j = x j ), then γ (0.5DF) is obtained as:
where γ
b1 , and γ
are the instantaneous end-to-end SNR of the best and the next-best relays, respectively. The factor 1 2 in (5) is due to the fact that the best and next-best relays are shared between the two users with equal power, where
The best relay R b0 is the relay with the maximum instantaneous end-to-end SNR at the destination node, i.e., γ
is the relay with the next-maximum instantaneous endto-end SNR at the destination node, i.e., γ
, where l = 1, . . . , N (l is used as an index for the relay without ordering). The selection of the best relay R b0 and next-best relay R b1 from the N available relays is determined by ordering the instantaneous endto-end SNRs from the N relays as follows γ
bN−1 . a In the following, the probability density function (PDF) and the MGF of the end-to-end SNR γ (0.5D) are derived in order to evaluate the BEP and outage probability performances of the proposed scenario.
In order to find the PDF f γ sum from the best and the next-best relays, we consider the following. Instead of dealing with the decoding set C as in [5] , we assume that the relay is selected from the N available relays. However, if a relay cannot decode the message correctly, it will not transmit and hence, the instantaneous end-to-end SNR will be set to zero [25] . The lth relay can decode the message of the source S j if γ 0 |h S j R l | 2 is greater than some threshold value TH , i.e., if γ 0 |h S j R l | 2 > TH . Defining β as the probability of erroneously decoding the message, then β is computed as β = Pr(γ 0 |h S j R l | 2 < TH ) = 1 − e −λ SR TH , where γ 0 |h S j R l | 2 is an exponential random variable random variable with a parameter λ SR . Assuming the identical random variables, then TH can be computed as the value of γ 0 |h S j R l | 2 that is sufficient to satisfy a given transmission rate R. In other words, TH is the threshold value satisfying the inequality
. The relay R l that satisfies this condition is considered in the decoding set C [25, 26] . Defining the unordered instantaneous endto-end SNR at the destination node from the lth relay as γ
is then obtained as:
, and the cumulative density function
are given as [17] :
where μ(x) is the unit step function, δ(x) is Dirac's delta function, and λ RD is the parameter of the exponential random variable characterizing the received SNR at the destination node from the relay. All relay-destination links are assumed to be iid random variables with λ RD =
In order to find the PDF of the SNR of the best and next-best relays, we refer to the order statistics of random variables. Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N be defined as iid random variables with PDF f X (x) and CDF F X (x). In addition, define the ordered random variables
. . N} then the PDF of the kth ordered random variable Y k is obtained as [27] :
and the joint PDF of the two ordered random variables (Y r and Y s ), where r < s is given by [28] : from the best, and next-best relays are, respectively obtained as:
The joint PDF of the received SNR from the ordered relays (R b0 , R b1 ) using (9) is obtained as:
Substituting (6) in (12), results in:
Note that, γ (DF)
b0 , and γ
are dependent random variables due to the ordering of the instantaneous end-to-end SNR. The PDF of their sum γ
is computed as [29] :
Defining c k as:
then
, and E (DF) are computed as given in column 2 of Table 2 .
sum is obtained using (14) as:
For the case of sharing the best and next-best relays, it is required to compute the MGF of 0.5γ 
where
, and e (DF) k (assuming that λ SD = λ RD or multiple of it for simplicity, but the analysis can be easily extended), are given as in column 4 of Table 2 .
Since MRC is used at the destination node, the SEP can be calculated by averaging the multichannel conditional SEP over the PDF of the random variable representing the received end-to-end SNR at the destination node [14] . The SEP for MPSK and MQAM are respectively obtained by using the MGF (s) of the received end-to-end SNR as follows [30] : 
. In this article, the SEP is calculated only for BPSK modulation by substituting M = 2 in (18), but it can be easily extended to MPSK, and MQAM using (18) and (19), respectively, and can be expressed in a closed-form using the hypergeometric function [30] . In the following we obtain the BEP for different sharing scenarios. The BEP is computed using (18) as:
Defining the function F n (u) as:
where k u = u 1+u and n is an integer. The integral for n = 1 simplifies to
is obtained by substituting (17) into (20) , which can be computed as follows:
The outage probability P out is defined as the probability of the end-to-end SNR when it falls below a threshold value γ TH , and computed as:
For the two best ordered relays DF sharing scenario, the CDF F γ (0.5DF) (x) of the end-to-end SNR γ (0.5DF) can be easily obtained from the MGF γ (0.5DF) (s) given in (17) .
The outage probability P (0.5DF) out can then be formulated as:
The diversity order of sharing the two ordered best relays can be investigated using asymptotic analysis of the BEP or the outage probability P out at high SNR values [3, 13] . Another approach, is to use the asymptotic analysis of the PDF or the MGF of the end-to-end SNR [31] [32] [33] . We follow the latter approach using the MGF of the endto-end SNR at the output of the MRC. Using the results of [31] , the MGF can be approximated as s → ∞ by
where d is the diversity order, and b is related to the coding gain. Writing γ (0.5DF) (s) as a division of two polynomials γ (0.5DF) (s) = B(s) A(s) , where B(s) and A(s) are the numerator and denominator polynomials, respectively. A(s) can be written as, A(s)
. The numerator polynomial can be found by collecting and combining the corresponding terms, which is clearly of degree less than the denominator polynomial. Taking only the constant term of the numerator polynomial, and divide this term by the approximation of the denominator polynomial results in the term b|s| −(N+1) . This means that the diversity order is N + 1. Other terms which result from the division of the numerator polynomial with the approximation of the denominator polynomial contribute to O(|s| −(N+1) ).
AF orthogonal three-time slots scenario
As illustrated in Table 1 , the received signal y (AF) T kj at the destination node in time slot T k for AF scheme is as follows:
where n (AF) kj is the additive noise at the destination, and
S j R is the normalizing factor at the relay, which depends on the instantaneous CSI between the jth source and the http://jwcn.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/224 ith ordered best relay. Assuming that each relay knows its instantaneous channel information h (i) S j R , the normalizing factor using (3) is G (i)
The end-to-end received SNR at the destination node for AF scheme (with instantaneous CSI at the lth relay) with P R l = P S /2, and using the normalizing factor G S j R l = 1 P S |h S j R l | 2 +N 0 is obtained as:
which can be upper and lower bounded as [7, 34] :
The upper bound in (27) is shown to be tight, and can be used to simplify the analysis [22] . It is easy to show that the PDF of the upper bound in (27) for Raleigh flat fading channels is an exponential random variable with parameter λ eq = λ SR + 2λ RD . The upper bound of the received end-to-end SNR γ (0.5AF) at the destination node after using MRC, and using (25) and (3) is given as: at the the destination node, i.e.,
2 ) . The selection of the best and next-best relays R b0 and R b1 , respectively from the N available relays is done using the ordering of the upper bound of end-to-end SNRs from the N available relays as:
The joint PDF of the upper bound received SNRs from the ordered relays R b0 and R b1 using (9) can then be obtained as:
eq e −λ eq x e −λ eq y μ(x)μ(y). (29) Using (29), and following a similar procedure to that followed in Section "DF orthogonal three-time slots scenario", the BEP γ (0.5AF) can be derived as:
where Table 3 . The outage probability P (0.5AF) out of sharing the two ordered best relays for AF scheme is then found using (23) as:
The diversity order of sharing the two ordered best relays for AF scheme is also N + 1, which can be found from the similarity between BEP γ (0.5AF) for AF sharing (30) and the BEP γ (0.5DF) for DF sharing (22) .
It is worth noting that, for AF sharing scenario, the ordering of the best, and next-best relays depends on the relay's transmitted power with the assumption that the relays transmit with the same power level. Therefore, the best and next-best relays in this scenario are different from the best and next-best relays without sharing. In the sharing scenario, the best relay is selected as Table 3 Coefficients of the PDF, the MGF, the BEP, and the P out for AF sharing scheme 
2 ) but the best relay without sharing is selected as max Table 4 , the rows 3 and 4 illustrate that the sharing scenario may use different relays from the best and next-best relays which were ordered based on full power transmission. Simulation results show that AF sharing scenario based on half power allocation achieves full diversity order and outperforms the BEP performance of the best relay (alone) scenario. The ordering based on relay half power allocation is used for two reasons: First, the BEP performance of the sharing based on half power ordering outperforms the sharing based on full power ordering. Second, using half power ordering simplifies deriving the PDF expression (29) .
Scenario two (two-time slots scenario)
So far, the transmission schemes discussed do not utilize the resources efficiently. The sources and the relays need to wait for three-time slots to start new transmission. In this section we discuss more efficient transmission schemes where only two time slots are required. Three types of such transmission schemes are discussed next. These schemes are DF with distributed STBC, DF, and AF with distributed BF.
DF with distributed STBC (STBC-DF)
In this scenario, the selected relays are shared between the two sources (users) equally. The two sources are assumed to have the same best and next-best relays. As illustrated in Table 5 , only two-time slots are used for cooperation. Alamouti STBC is used between the relays and the destination node [35, 36] . Denote R
as the noiseless Table 4 Best relay selection criterion for AF scheme
The case
The best relay The best relay Comments with sharing without sharing Table 5 Distributed STBC-DF scenario
received signals generated using distributed STBC in time sub-slots T 21 and T 22 , respectively. The received signals y (DS)
, y (DS)
22 at the destination node in time sub-slots T 21 and T 22 , respectively, are given as:
wherex ij is the decoded symbol of the transmitted symbol x j at the best relay R bi . The superscript * stands for complex conjugate. n
is the additive noise at the destination in time sub-slot T 2j for j = 1, 2. The estimated symbolsx 1 andx 2 at the destination in time sub-slots T 21 and T 22 can be found with the assumption that the transmitted symbols are correctly decoded at the relays (i.e., x 0j =x 1j = x j ) as [35] :
Defining γ
b1 , the end-to-end SNR at the destination node after using MRC is obtained as
sum , which is similar to the SNR expression obtained in (5) . Hence, the same analysis can be carried out; the BEP performance is the same as (22) . The goal of this analysis is not to investigate distributed STBC, but to examine the BEP performance of sharing the two ordered best relays. Detailed analysis of distributed STBC for multi-relay systems using pairwise error probability can be found in [37] .
The two best order relays STBC-AF requires more investigation for the selection criterion, and the amplification gain at the relays using the instantaneous CSI. This however, is outside the scope of this article and will be a subject for further investigation.
Distributed BF for DF scheme
In this scenario, two-time slots are used as in the previous scenario, except that the best and the next-best relays transmit the same information at the same time, as illustrated in Table 6 . Denote R (BD) T 21 and R (BD) T 22 as the noiseless http://jwcn.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/224 Table 6 Distributed BF scenarios
received signals using DF distributed BF in time sub-slots T 21 , T 22 respectively, the received signal at the destination node in the second-time slot for BF-DF (BD) is:
wherex j0 andx j1 are the decoded symbols of the jth user at the relays R b0 and R b1 respectively, and n
is the received noise at the destination at time slot T 2 . From (36) and using MRC with the assumption that the signal is decoded correctly at both relays R b0 and R b1 (x j0 =x j1 ) the SNR γ (BD) at the destination is given as:
It is rather complicated to obtain the PDF and/or the MGF for γ (BD) in (37) at the destination node analytically. In this respect, we obtain the PDF and MGF of the bounded SNR as follows. Defining γ B = 0.5 γ
, then γ B can be lower and upper bounded as:
b1 ), the PDF of Z 1 , and the PDF of Z 2 can be easily computed using the joint PDF of f γ
given in (13) . The MGF of the lower and upper bounds follow easily. Based on the MGF γ SD (s) Z 1 (s) and the MGF γ S j D (s) Z 2 (s) (note that the random variables γ S j D and Z 1 , and γ S j D and Z 2 are independent) the upper and the lower bounds of the BEP (BD) can be computed using (20) .
Applying partial fraction expansion, the BEP (BD) is upper bounded as:
k are as defined in column 2 of Table 7 . Similarly, the BEP (BD) is lower bounded as:
, and e
(L)
k are as defined in column 3 in Table 7 .
A tighter upper bound for the end-to-end SNR γ (BD) can be obtained by comparison with the optimal power allocation under total power sum constraint as [38] :
where γ (BD) Op is defined as the maximum received SNR using optimum power assignment for distributed BF scenario using the best and the next-best relays under the constraint P (0) Op ≤ BEP (BD) . However, in this article we are only concerned with equal power sharing to simplify the analysis.
Distributed BF for AF scheme
In this scenario, two-time slots are used as in the previous scenarios, as illustrated in Table 6 . Denote R (BA) T 21 and R (BA) T 22 as the noiseless received signals using AF distributed BF in time sub-slots T 21 and T 22 respectively, the received signal http://jwcn.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/224 Table 7 Coefficients of the PDF, the MGF and the BEP for the upper and the lower bounds of BD
at the destination node for BF-AF (BA) in the second-time slot is obtained as [38] :
where n 0j , n 1j and n (BA) 2j are the additive noise at the best and next-best relays in time slot T 1 and at the destination in time slot T 2 , respectively.
The SNR γ (BA) at the destination node using MRC and using the best and next-best relays can be obtained as:
where γ (i)
S j R | 2 , and γ
It is also difficult here to compute analytical expressions for the PDF and the MGF of γ (BA) at the destination node. Therefore, an upper bound for the SNR γ (BA) is given as [38] :
where γ (BA) Op is defined as the maximum received SNR using optimum power assignment for the best, and the next-best ordered relays under the constraint P (0)
. Hence, the lower bound of the BEP (BA) can be found using (30) by replacing λ eq = 2λ SR + λ RD with λ eq = λ SR + λ RD .
It is worth noting that the weights for BF AF and DF are chosen as w 1 = 1 and w 2 = 1 for the following reasons. First, the weights w 1 and w 2 can be considered as power adjustment factors, and in this study optimal power adjustment is not considered, only equal power assignment is investigated for all the scenarios. Second, the weights are not similar to the weights given by [16, 38] which were derived for one user scenario. The weights for this problem need to be selected to maximize the minimum received SNR of the two users under individual relay power constraint and user sum power constraint. Finally, if power adjustment is to be used, there is no benefit from relay ordering, relay ordering in this article is based on relays' equal power transmission.
Numerical results and discussion
In this section, we provide the results of the BEP performance for sharing the two ordered best relays, and compare it with the performance of the best ordered and the next-best ordered relays using Monte Carlo simulations http://jwcn.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/224 for N = 4. In all simulations and analytical expressions λ SD = 10, λ RD = 7.5 and λ SR = 6.0 are used to simulate a better average source-relay and relay-destination channel links than a source-destination link except in Figure 2 , where three different conditions are considered as explained later.
In Figure 3 , the analytical BEP performance is compared to the simulated BEP performance for both DF and AF schemes in two time slots scenario and three-time slots scenario. As clear from this figure, the BEP curves using simulations exactly coincide with those obtained analytically for orthogonal DF (22) , the upper bound of the distributed BF-DF (39), the lower bound of BF-DF (40), and the lower bound of AF (30) . An SNR gain of 0.85dB for the case of DF cooperation scheme is observed compared to AF cooperation scheme measured at BEP= 10 −4 .
In Figure 4 simulation results of the BEP performance for sharing the two ordered best relays in DF cooperation scheme are shown and compared with the BEP performance of the best and the next-best ordered relays. As shown in this figure, sharing the two best ordered relays outperforms the next-best relay by 2.2671dB at BEP= 10 −4 . The best ordered relay BEP performance outperforms the sharing BEP performance by 0.7099 dB at BEP= 10 −4 . We also compare the BEP performance of the three time slots DF with the BEP performance of the two time slots BF-DF scenario. An SNR gain of 0.8244dB for BF-DF is observed compared to DF best relay at BEP= 10 −4 .
For distributed BF DF cooperation schemes the exact BEP performance is obtained and compared with the BEP performance upper bound, BEP performance lower bound and BEP performance with optimal power allocation strategy. The simulation results are shown in Figure 5 . As clear from this figure, the upper and lower bounds are pretty tight. The SNR gain of the BEP performance with optimal power strategy is very marginal. The SNR gain of the optimal power strategy is 0.1558dB compared to equally sharing the best and next best ordered relays at BEP= 10 −4 .
In Figure 6 , the BEP performance of sharing the two ordered best relays in AF scheme is obtained and compared to the BEP performance of the best and nextbest ordered relays. The BEP performance of the sharing scenario outperforms the best relay by 0.1829dB at BEP= 10 −4 . In addition, we simulate the BEP performance of BA, which approaches that of the best ordered relay at high SNR. The BEP performance of BF-AF using optimal power allocation under total power constraint is also shown. The SNR gain of the BEP performance with optimal power allocation is 0.7dB compared to sharing the best and next best ordered relays at BEP= 10 −4 . Figure 2 shows results of the analytical BEP performance for three channel conditions for DF with sharing the best and next best ordered relays. In setup 1, λ SD = 10.143, λ RD = 7.576 and λ SR = 6.0127. In setup 2, λ SD = 7.576, λ RD = 10.143 and λ SR = 6.0127. Finally, in setup 3, λ SD = 7.576, λ RD = 5.394 and λ SR = 6.0127. The BEP performance of channel setup 3 outperforms the BEP performance of the other setups. An SNR gain of 1.3022dB and 1.9301dB at BEP = 10 −4 is observed compared to setup 2 and setup 1 respectively. It is well observed that, a better BEP performance is achieved when the source-relay and the relay-destination links are in better channel conditions than source-destination link.
In Figure 7 , the BEP performance is shown at a high SNR range from 25dB to 30dB for sharing the best and nextbest relays, the best relay alone, and the next-best relay alone for both AF and DF schemes. In all schemes, analytically, the diversity order is 5, except for the next best relay where the diversity order is 4. The diversity order is calculated using simulations as shown in Table 8 . As shown in this table, the diversity order of sharing the two ordered best relays for both DF and AF schemes is the same as the diversity order of the best relay. The slope of the BEP performance of sharing the best and next best relays is approximately the same as the slope of the BEP performance of the best relay. Two SNR values are considered for comparison purpose (SNR 1 = 27dB and SNR 2 = 30dB). The diversity order is computed in the last column of Table 8 .
Conclusions
In this article, relay selection for cooperative networks is investigated. Assuming two users scenario, and N relays are available, BEP and outage probability are computed for the case of sharing the two ordered best relays for AF and DF relaying schemes. Analytical expressions for the BEP and the outage probability are derived for the different scenarios. Simulation results validate the analytical expressions of the BEP performance. The BEP performance of the proposed schemes were also compared with the BEP performances of the best and next-best relays. In DF scheme, the BEP performance of the best relay outperforms the BEP performance of the sharing scenario. But, the BEP performance of BF-DF scenario outperforms the BEP performance of the ordered best relay. Furthermore, the BEP performance of equally sharing the two best ordered relays for AF outperforms the BEP performance of the ordered best relay. Efficient channel utilization is achieved by using STBC and BF.
Endnotes
a The decoding set C is a subset of the N available relays. If a relay is not in the decoding set, the end-to-end SNR value is set to zero. Competing interests
